
Baptism 8 Jan 2023 

So these Baptist and Methodist ministers are 

arguing about the value or otherwise of full 

immersion baptism.  Naturally, the Baptist 

minister says that without full immersion you 

aren’t properly baptised, so that anything less 

is invalid.  The Methodist minister disagrees 

and states that whole procedure is figurative 

only, and so long as the water is poured onto 

the top of the head - that is all that is 

required.  Of course, our Baptist continues to 

argue, so the Methodist asks a question; 

‘Suppose I came down to your river or full 

immersion font, and came in to my waist - 

would that count?’  ‘Oh no, it has to be the 

whole thing or nothing,’ says the Baptist.  ‘All, 

up to my neck then?’  ‘No, all or nothing,’ says 

the Baptist.  ‘Up to my eyebrows?’  ‘No, still no 

good - you have to get the top of your head 

wet,’ says the Baptist.  ‘Aha - got you!’ cries 

the Methodist, ‘at last you agree that it is only 

water on the top of the head that counts!’ 

The old chestnuts still have some mileage left 

in them - I hope. 

I preached on bapt i sm once i n the 

UK ,referring to the practice of ‘Swan-upping’, 

which is when all the Royal Keepers of the 

swans on the Thames go out in row-boats 

(skiffs, as they are called) and ring the new 

mute swans of the season, to mark them as 

Royal property.  I did it as a sort of joke, 
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because the incumbent of the parish was a 

vicar called Philip Swan; fortunately he saw 

the humour. 

There is much more to the symbolism of 

baptism that just the marking of property, 

which, in a sense, is what we are doing - we are 

being marked out as Christ’s child.  We are 

also being re-born; most texts on the subject 

will use this metaphor to explain that it is 

similar to being extracted from the womb into 

the world - from water into air.  This is to 

symbolize the passage from death to life.  

After a time you cannot survive ‘in utero’, and 

need to be born; similarly, in a spiritual sense 

you also need to be born again as a child of 

God.  And here, instead of your first breath 

being air, it is the Holy Spirit - also known in 

the Hebrew as ‘ruach’, the word for ‘breath.’ 

I don’t want to go into the issues of infant 

versus adult baptism, other than to say that  

the story that infant baptism only came along 

after Constantine is not true.  Certainly, 

Constantine became a Christian, possibly being 

converted by his mother, Helena, a Greek 

Christian, in the 4th Century.  But there are 

references to infant baptism as early as the 

second century by Iranaeus, Origen, 

Tertullian, and Hippolytus.  Along with those, 

there is the inference in Acts and 1 

Corinthians to individuals and their whole 
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households being baptized, which implies small 

children as well. 

What it is also, is a mark of initiation, which 

doesn’t actually leave a mark.  Many initiation 

ceremonies are accompanied by a ritual that 

involves cutting or scarification of some part 

of the body or another.  If not, then a task or 

series of tasks have to be performed in order 

for the initiate to ‘graduate’ into the next 

level of the society, or into adulthood.  

We have all heard of the horrors of tribal 

circumcision and female mutilation; then gangs, 

of course have their own delightful initiation 

ceremonies that often entail ritual beatings, 

which are sometimes fatal, and for girls, 

having sex with all the boys in the gang as an 

option to being beaten.  It goes on in so-called 

civilized organizations too, like universities and 

the military, where it is often referred to as 

‘hazing’, and then you can come to the 

Freemasons with their bizarre rituals and 

incantations.  For some so-called ‘Christian’ 

sects like the ‘Children of God’, started in the 

late 60’s by a pervert called David Berg, sex 

was expected and encouraged not just 

between all adults but between adults and 

children as well.  And there are endless 

accounts of pastors all over the world who 

expect and coerce their women parishioners 

into sex in the name of God. 
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For us as Christians, we are initiated into the 

freedom of God’s family, and into the love of 

Christ - having denied the devil and all his 

works.  I prefer adult baptism where the 

candidate can make these sort of promises for 

themselves, and not have them made for them, 

when it is entirely possible that they may grow 

up wanting to be a Rastafarian. 

Again, many rites of passage are cloaked in the 

pretence of secret knowledge being imparted 

to the person undergoing the ritual.  That is 

certainly the case with the different levels of 

Freemasonry from what I have read.  It is also 

true of other societies, but then found out to 

be false - and no such arcane secrets exist. 

In the Christian world, the Gnostics of the 

early first century claimed such hidden 

knowledge, based on the idea of there being 

two deities; one hidden and supreme God, and 

a lesser and malevolent divinity, sometimes 

associated with the Yaweh of the Old 

Testament, who was responsible for creating 

the material universe - thus making all material 

existence flawed and evil, and held the 

principal element of salvation to be direct 

knowledge of the hidden divinity, attained via 

mystical insight. Many Gnostic texts deal not 

in concepts of sin and repentance, but with 

illusion and enlightenment.  Although these 

ideas proliferated around the Mediterranean 

in the second century, the Early church 
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Fathers denounced them as heresy.  Thank 

God. 

You have heard me say many times in this 

church that I am happy for all to come up to 

receive the elements of the eucharist here.  

This is something I have not taken up with the 

bishop, and I dare say he might disagree, but I 

do not recall any time in Jesus’ life when he 

turned anyone away.  For sure, there were 

moments when he questioned people further 

before fulfilling their hopes - like the 

Samaritan woman, whose daughter was sick, 

but there is no instance in the gospels of 

Jesus refusing anyone.  For that reason, I 

won’t turn anyone away from this table either.  

What I do think is important is that we have 

said our prayer of confession and repentance, 

and received God’s absolution before we come 

to the table.  Matthew 5:23,24 tells us to be 

reconciled with our brother before we come to 

the altar to offer our gift; remember the gift 

you are offering is your heart - in as pure a 

form as you can make it.  If your heart and 

mind is on how you would like to slash your 

neighbour’s tyres or throw a rock through his 

windows, then you are not really in the frame 

of mind to come to the altar rail. 

On a personal note that I was always sad 

about, my father - after my mother left home 

- never again come to church or received 
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communion, because he said he would be bitter 

for the rest of his life - and he was. 

Now a word or two about what baptism is not - 

just before I wrap this up.  Baptism is not a 

one-time, permanent purification and free 

ticket to paradise.  It is your first step on the 

ladder of a lifetime of service to Jesus Christ.  

That is not as daunting as it sounds, because 

Jesus is with us all the way - as he told us at 

the end of Matthew’s gospel.  So if we let him 

take the wheel and stop telling him how to 

drive, we may find that we begin to make 

progress in the Christian life. 

It is not a get-out-of-jail-free card either, 

because although we can recognize that Jesus 

tells us that no-one will take us out of his hand 

- we can remove ourselves by letting go or 

pulling away of our own volition.  Prayer for his 

protection and guidance will hopefully ensure 

against this happening. 

Neither is it a promise for a trouble-free life; 

indeed, Jesus told us we would have trouble in 

this world, and sometimes - even oftentimes - 

our troubles will be greater because of our 

adherence to God’s way in Christ.  What it is, 

is a key to a door, a door behind which there 

are endless and previously undreamt of 

possibilities. 

Do you have the courage to step out of your 

comfort zone and explore the unknown?
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